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On Wednesday, Kuwait wore a 
festive look with high-rise towers 
and iconic buildings in the 

country lit up in colors of the national flag 
and portraying images of His Highness 
the Amir; roadside billboards were 
festooned with congratulatory messages 
from public institutions and private 
sector firms; and public places were 
reverberating with tunes of the national 
anthem and patriotic songs being played 
on state television and radio. The country 
was celebrating the safe return to Kuwait 
of their beloved Amir, His Highness Sheikh 
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah.

On his visit to the United States in 
early September, and days before he was 
to meet with US President Donald Trump, 
His Highness the Amir was taken ill and 
admitted to hospital. Following a month 
of medical checkups and recuperation, 

His Highness returned to the homeland 
on Wednesday to a tumultuous 
welcome from citizens and residents. 
An official communique on his return 
announced that His Highness the Amir 
has returned home, “after completing 
medical examinations successfully and 

positively” in the United States.
The popular Mubarikiya Souk, a 

traditional market in the heart of Kuwait 
City, was the venue for celebrations 
organized by the Kuwait Municipality and 
local shop owners.

...CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Garbage is back in the news with 
the recent piling up of garbage 

in many places all over Kuwait and 
the change of cleaning contractors. 
As I write this article, large parts have 
been cleaned up and the garbage 
piles have mostly disappeared… 
but the sight of those trash piles 

have been disturbing.
For the record, according to the 

World Bank report in 2018 the daily per 
capita waste in Kuwait is around 1.55 
kilograms — the third highest among 
Arab and Gulf countries after Bahrain 
and the United Arab Emirates.

...CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

The Big Business of 
Garbage in Kuwait



After 30 years of comprehensive 
renovation of the country’s 
economy, Vietnam has earned 

tremendous achievements in all fields. 
Foreign relations, in particular, has 
strengthened and expanded under the 
motto, “Vietnam is a friend, a reliable 
partner and a responsible member of the 
international community”. The economy has 
witnessed a good growth rate, averaging 6 
to 7 per year Vietnam, From a low income 
agriculture-based economy, Vietnam has 
risen to join the group of middle-income 
countries of the world.

In addition to strengthening and 
expanding bilateral relations with political 
parties around the world, the Communist 
Party of Vietnam always attaches great 
importance to actively advocating 
and participating in organizations and 
multilateral political forums, holding 
discussing to resolve international and 
regional issues, contributing to improving 
the prestige of the Party and the State, 
and making the international community 
better understand Vietnam. The country 
has made active and effective contributions 
and successfully undertaken many key roles 
at multilateral forums at all levels and fields. 
It was twice elected as non-permanent 
member of the UN Security Council for the 
2008-2009 term and for 2020-2021 term as 
Chairman of ASEAN 2020; in the Human 
Rights Council (2014-2016); Economic and 
Social Council (ECOSOC, 2016-2018 term); 
Board of Governors of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA, 2013-2015 
term); President of the IAEA Board of 
Governors (2013-2014); and the Executive 
Council of the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO, 2015-2019). Vietnam is considered 
a model that successfully implemented the 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), 
successfully applying the unified model of 
action between the United Nations and 
Vietnam, with many initiatives and efforts 
contributing to the UN’s activities with the 
goal of hunger eradication and poverty 
reduction. 

On the economic front, Vietnam has 
established and expanded trade relations, 
exported goods to more than 230 markets 
of countries and territories, signed over 
90 bilateral trade agreements, nearly 60 
agreements to encourage and protect 
investment, 54 double taxation agreements 
and many bilateral cooperation agreements 
with countries and international 

organizations. Vietnam has a positive 
relationship with international financial and 
monetary organizations such as the Asia 
Development Bank (ADB), the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank (WB) 
and others. More importantly, Vietnam has 
signed the Free Trade Agreement with the 
EU (EVFTA). In the context of global trade 
slowdown, Vietnam’s exports still reached 
over US$190 billion, of which Vietnam had a 
trade surplus of nearly $6 billion. Industry has 

a good growth, in which processing industry 
is confirmed as the main driving force in the 
economy’s growth. Accordingly, Vietnam’s 
economy in recent years has continuously 
had high growth rates. As of September 
2019, Vietnam had a high GDP growth 
rate (6.68% per year), inflation continues 
to be controlled at 2.5 percent. Total social 
investment increased by 10.3 percent, 
especially non-state sector accounting 
for 45.3 percent. FDI attraction reached a 

high level of $14.2 billion, the State budget 
revenue increased (10.1%), overspending 
was 3.4 percent of GDP. In addition to stable 
politics, a clear business environment, 
one of the reasons for Vietnam to achieve 
the above socio-economic development 
achievements is that the Government of 
Vietnam has issued many policies as a 
driving force to boost Vietnam’s economy, 
such as the Law on Public Investment 
(amended), which removes a series of 
barriers and obstacles to strongly attract 
domestic and foreign private investment for 
building socio-economic infrastructure.

In recent years, Vietnam-Kuwait 
relations have increasingly strengthened 
and developed in many fields, especially 
with the success of Nghi Son refinery and 
petrochemical project. The two sides 
regularly maintain contacts, exchange 
delegations, closely coordinate and support 
each other on international and multilateral 
forums. In terms of economy and trade, 
the two-way trade turnover between 
the two countries reached nearly $2.7 
billion. Since November 2018, Nghi Son 
refinery petrochemical (NSRP) with a total 
investment of more than $9 billion, of which 
Kuwait (KPI) has invested more than $3 
billion (accounting for 35.1%). officially went 
into commercial operation with a designed 
capacity of 200,000 barrels of crude oil per 
day (equivalent to 10 million tons of crude 
oil per year). 

Dr Khaled Ali Al-Fadhel - Minister of Oil 
and Minister of Electricity and Water affirmed 
that Kuwait desires to further strengthen 
relations between Vietnam and Kuwait. 
The Nghi Son Refinery and Petrochemical 
Complex Project in Thanh Hoa is a good start 
for the two countries; confirming that the 
project is operating smoothly and well. On 
the Vietnamese side, Prime Minister Nguyen 
Xuan Phuc also emphasized: This is a key oil 
and gas project in Vietnam, contributing to 
providing 40 percent of petroleum products 
to the country, it is also a project to show 
the good relationship between Vietnam 
and Kuwait; Therefore, the Government of 
Vietnam is committed to creating favorable 
conditions for the Project in accordance 
with the laws of Vietnam. Both reaffirmed 
that Vietnam and Kuwait are trying to make 
the Project become a symbol of success to 
make Kuwait’s investment leverage even 
stronger in Asia. At the same time, the 
two sides both agreed on expanding their 
investments through cooperation projects 
in many other fields.

Outstanding socio-economic achievements, 
bright spot of regional and global growth, 

opportunity for foreign investors

Vietnam
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If you are one of those people who 
constantly find themselves craving 
for a sugary treat, then you might 

have sugar cravings. 
The causes of these cravings can 

vary a lot among people, but in general 
can be due to hormonal imbalances 
especially in insulin and serotonin, 
unhealthy diets, stress and fatigue, as 
well as various eating disorders. These 
cravings can also somehow be linked to 
emotional eating.

Do you know that sugar is a kind of 
drug? Yes, in fact the more sweets you 
take in, the more your body will ask for 
it the next time.

Here are five easy tips that can help 
you overcome your cravings for sugar:

1- Do not ever start your day with a 
sweet breakfast: As I mentioned before, 
sugar is a drug. If you are going to start 
your day with a donut and a juice for 
example, you will raise your insulin level 
and will feel a craving for more sweets 
for the rest of the day.

Instead, a cup of milk with cereals, an 
omelet or even a sandwich with turkey 
and cheese are great options to start 
with.

2- Brush your teeth after having 
breakfast, lunch and dinner: This 
method works a lot. The taste of the 
toothpaste will do a lot to reduce 

or prevent your cravings. If, after 10 
minutes, you still want sweets, chew a 
menthol gum.

3- Remove your temptations: Go 
through your refrigerator, and get rid of 
all cakes, ice cream, and cheesecakes. 
Do the same in your office; remove all 
those tempting cravings from your 
drawer. Out of Sight, out of mind.

Leave some nuts, some dry fruits, 
and just one piece of dark chocolate to 
satiate your sweet tooth.  Remember 
that you need some sweets during the 
day, for you not to binge on it later on.

4- Go for high quality snacks: That 
means you need to read labels and thus 
make healthy choices. Instead of having 
a whole candy bar, go for the small 
piece of chocolate that says 70 percent 

dark chocolate. Instead of the milky ice 
cream scoop, choose the sorbet which 
is half the sugar and calories.

Instead of milkshakes and juices, 
make a fresh fruit salad, add some 
sweeteners to it, or why not a little light 
chocolate syrup. 

5- Do not skip any of your three 
meals: Avoid skipping meals (especially 
breakfast) and have small frequent 
meals every 2 to 3 hours to keep your 
blood sugar level stable. This method 
will also eliminate your body’s need for 
a quick sugar fix.

Mira is a go-to source for nutrition and wellness 
and has joined The Times Kuwait team in 
a new weekly column discussing nutrition 
and answering queries. You can send in your 
questions to infotimeskuwait@gmail.com

Overcome your
sugar cravings

To subscribe to my diet programs, 
don’t forget to log in to: 

www.eatlikemira.com.

Ask Mira: Eating Right to Live Happy & Healthy

 Thought
  for the         e

week

FOOD

- Swami Vivekananda

Take risks in your life! If you 

win, you can lead! If you lose, 

you can guide.

Although you may love rolling up 
your sleeves and embarking on 

an ambitious cooking project now and 
then, most days you are scrambling 
for an extra hour as you whip together 
dinner. Thankfully, having these tricks 
up our sleeves makes quick work of 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

Cut it smaller: Keep this in mind as you 
chop and slice through your veggies—
especially thick root vegetables, like 
potatoes, beets, and carrots. Cutting 
them smaller means there is more 
surface area to make contact with the 
heat. There is also a shorter distance for 
the heat to travel as it penetrates the 
center of the vegetable. Think about a 
baked potato: The centermost-portion of 
the potato stays raw longest. So instead 
of cooking one giant baked potato, cook 
dozens of miniature potato parts.

Equally important to small pieces 
are uniformly-sized pieces. If half of 
your sweet potato is chopped in 1-inch 
cubes, and the other half is centimeters 
thick, either the big ones will be 
underdone, the little ones will be burnt, 
or worse,  both.

Just use a grater: What cooks even 
quicker than small cubes of vegetables? 

Tiny, thin shards of vegetables. Use a 
box grater or the grating attachment 
on a food processor for bigger jobs. This 
will turn fibrous produce into shredded 
vegetables you can sauté in seconds, or 
flash-fry into crispy goodness.

Go boneless:  If you have a schedule 
to keep, buy boneless. Better yet: Buy 
bone-in and remove the bones ahead 
of time when you have got an extra few 
minutes, then use them to make stock. 
Bypassing the bone means all you have 
to cook is the meat.

Pound it thinner: You have gone 
boneless. Now go flat. The thicker the 
meat, the longer it will take to cook. 
(Consider a steak—the thinner edges 
are always more well-done than the fat 
center.) So get out the meat mallet and 
whack away, creating a wider, thinner 
piece of meat. Just be sure not to 
overcook it; this can happen fast. And 
remember that fattier, bone-in cuts of 
meat have more flavor than boneless, 
skinless options. Make up the difference 
by breading the meat with cheese and 
spices, like mustard powder.

Just add water—or stock:  Liquid is 
a good conductor of heat, so adding a 
splash of water, stock, or broth to your 
pan will speed up the cooking process. 
In fact, one of the first techniques taught 
in many culinary schools is how to 
sauté vegetables to tenderness without 
overcooking them: Start them in a sauté 
pan with a splash of water, a pat of butter, 
and salt and pepper, and cover with a 
tented parchment paper cap. By the time 
the water evaporates, the vegetables are 
almost done cooking; all that’s left for 
you to do is let the butter caramelize 
them. You can skip the parchment paper 
at home, but keep an eye out so the 
vegetables do not scorch once the water 
evaporates.

Cover it up: Boiling or simmering 
away? Cover the pot with a tight-fitting 
lid, and trap in the heat and steam that 
will do double-duty on your food. But 
keep in mind: If you are trying to reduce 
and thicken a sauce, keep that lid off so 
the liquid can evaporate faster.

Cook-it
faster 
hacks
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To commemorate the 198th 
anniversary of the National 
Day of Peru, the country’s 

ambassador to Kuwait H.E. Francisco 
Rivarola Rubio held a reception 
on 13 October at the J.W. Marriott 
Hotel.  Kuwaiti Assistant Foreign 
Minister for the Americas Reem Al-
Khaled was the chief guest at the 
function, which was attended by 
members of the diplomatic corps, 
Kuwaiti officials, special invitees and 
media personnel. 

Speaking to the gathering, 
Ambassador Rubio emphasized the 
depth of bilateral ties between Peru-
Kuwait, which he said were historical 
and advanced. He expressed his 

appreciation for the cooperation, 
friendship and continuous support 
provided by the Kuwaiti government.

Touching on the rich history and 
exciting tourism attractions of his 

country, the ambassador noted that 
Peru was a prosperous land for more 
than 5,000 years, and is a different 
and diverse country. 

Calling on Kuwaitis to discover 
it, he pointed out that his country 
had for several consecutive years 
won the World Travel Award for 
the best culinary destination in 
South America. He added that the 
number of Kuwaiti citizens visiting 
the country is increasing and 
encouraged further exploration of 

this exciting and vibrant destination. 
Pointing to recent meeting between 
members of the Kuwaiti National 
Assembly with their counterparts in 
the Peruvian parliament in Lima, the 
Peruvian capital, he indicated the 
exchange of views deepened the 
bonds of bilateral relations. 

Speaking to reporters on 
the sidelines of the function, 
Ambassador Reem Al-Khaled lauded 
the relations between Kuwait and 
Peru and labeled them as excellent. 

Peruvian embassy celebrates 
198th anniversary of country’s National Day

With a vision to enable high school students 
in Kuwait towards creating challenging 

environment to gain knowledge and skills in robotics 
platform, ALSAYER Holding in association with Kuwait 
Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS), 
and Kuwait Innovation Center (KIC) launched the 
innovative Kuwait Robot (KUBOT) challenge.

The launch ceremony was attended by key 
delegates including Sayer Bader Al Sayer, Executive 
Vice Chairman & Board Member at ALSAYER 
Holding, Nehad Al Haj Ali Deputy Group Manager 
Corporate Excellence, Shibu Mohamed Manager 
CSR representing ALSAYER Holding along with 
Dr.Salam Al-Ablani, Director of the Scientific Culture 

Directorate KFAS, Dr. Bassam Alfeeli Director of 
Innovation & Enterprise KFAS, Dr. Layla Al-Musawi 
Program Manager Scientific Culture Directorate, Eng. 
Mohammad Al Refaei General Manager KIC, and Eng. 
Mohammad AlJundub Chief Technology Officer KIC.

Sayer Al Sayer, Executive Vice Chairman & 
Board Member at ALSAYER Holding, said, “We 
have partnered this event to promote the spirit of 
positivity among students, in order to bring a change 
in mindset towards new learning and challenges. 
Such competitions and challenges help the new 
generation kids to utilize the time and technology 
effectively mold them from their childhood to 
eventually bring a big positive impact in the future”. 

Alsayer, KFAS, KIC
partners for Kubot challenge 

BSK hosts Middle 
Phase Awards 
Evening 2019

The British School of Kuwait (BSK) held their 
annual Awards Evening for Year 7-9 students at 

the Al Baraka Ballroom in the Crowne Plaza Hotel. 
Parents and staff celebrated the many and varied 
achievements of the school year 2018-19 in the 
presence of BSK Chairman Sadiq Al Mutawa and BSK 
Founder and Director Madam Vera Al-Mutawa MBE.

The evening started with the presentation 
of the Special Awards, including those for the 
House Competitions, MUN, Debating, Competitive 
Mathematics with the UKMT, Hadith recitation, 
Performance Music, Global Social Leaders and F1 in 
Schools

Presentations were made by Madam Vera, BSK 
Principal Paul Shropshire and the Ambassadors of 
Canada H.E. Louis-Pierre Emond, Malta: H.E. Patrick 
Cole; Serbia; H.E. Vladimir Kohut, Mexico; H.E. Miguel 
Angel Isidro Rodriguez. The Netherlands; H.E. Franc 
Potuyt and Belgium; HE Piet Heirbaut.

Prestigious Subject Awards went to the top 
student in each subject in each year group, many 
of whom achieved near to 100% in their end of year 
examinations. The Awards Evening also honoured 
over 120 students who achieved Excellence Awards 
and Commendations in 2018-19. 

The BSK Concert Orchestra played the rousing 
Alte Kameraden by Carl Teike as the Award Winners 
entered the ballroom. Sarah Aldashti wowed the 
audience with her rendition on violin of Souvenir de 
Sarasate by Potstock, and staying with violin, Jaewon 
Park played the spectacular Hora Martisorului by 
Grigorac Dinicu, both accompanied by Miss Emily 
Jeffcott on piano.

Guest of Honour, Ambassador of Canada, H.E. 
Louis-Pierre Emond delivered a speech that focused 
on the Middle Phase key values of Resilience, Respect, 
Honesty, Empathy and Courage. 

The final student awards of the evening were the 
much coveted Head Teachers’ Awards. Three such 
awards were conferred to one student from each of 
Years 6, 7 and 8. Recipients were Moaaz Helal for Year 
6, Ragad Ali for Year 7 and Ria Sharda in Year 8.

BSK Principal, Paul Shropshire in his closing speech 
congratulated the students on their great successes 
and looking ahead to another year of hard work and 
exceptional achievements. 
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Crime Beat
Real Estate case against former MP adjourned

A real estate fraud and money laundering case registered against a former 
parliamentarian and five other accused has been adjourned until 9 

November by the Criminal Court. The plaintiffs were represented by attorney 
Ali Al-Ali who requested the court to slap the maximum punishment on the 
defendants. The Public Prosecution has accused the defendants of carrying 
out one of the major real estate scams in the country by acquiring more than 
KD187 million from unsuspecting victims through embezzlement and money 
laundering using a dummy real estate project.

Second case of Indian
delivery-man being robbed

Security personnel are reported to be on the lookout for two unidentified 
men for robbing an Indian food-delivery man working for a fast-food 

restaurant. The victim filed a complaint with the Sulaibiya Police Station, 
alleging that two men had accosted him in Sulaibiya area and stolen the 
food parcels that he was carrying, as well as KD80 that he had with him. He 
added that the men had escaped in a car but he could not recollect the 
license number of the vehicle. This is the second time in less than a month 
that an Indian man was being robbed of KD80. The first incident involved two 
masked men robbing an Indian off KD80 at knife-point in Ahmadi.

Companies, owners being
investigated for financial crimes

Ministry of Interior (MoI) is understood to be conducting intensive 
investigations into the financial transactions of 11 companies and their 

owners, after they were suspected to be involved in money laundering and 
financing terrorism. Security sources, in cooperation with the Central Bank 
of Kuwait, concluded that these companies, which work in the fields of real 
estate and money exchange, have made remittances worth millions of dinars 
in coordination with external bodies. The employees of these firms have now 
been called in for investigation. Investigations are understood to have revealed 
that huge sums of money changed hands between exchange and real estate 
companies in Kuwait and Iran, aimed at delivering funds to organizations, 
destinations and people in that country.

Investigations into students fight in primary school

The guardian of a student, who suffered multiple injuries following a fight 
among children in a primary school, has filed a complaint with the police 

about the fight and another complaint with the area school administration about 
the ineptitude of the school authorities. In his complaint to the Andalus Police 
Station, the guardian said he received a call from the school administration on the 
incident. In his complaint, the man said that as one classmate was helping his son 
to wrap his injured shoulder, another student jumped on him and completely 
dislocated the shoulder. The guardian was forced to take his son to Al-Razi 
hospital where he underwent treatment for his dislocated shoulder and other 
injuries. The guardian then filed a complaint with the area school administration 
in which he said that he had approached the school administration after his two 
sons were assaulted there, but the school refused to entertain his complaint.

The Department of Combating Money Laundering 
and Funding of Terrorism attached to the MInistry 
of Commerce and Industry (MoCI) took action 

against several companies that breached Law 106/2013, 
in September. 

In a press release, the ministry said that 56 measures 
were taken against erring companies, including issuing 

warning notifications to 17 real-estate companies, four 
jewelry companies, two money exchange agencies and 
one company dealing in insurance.

In addition, 19 real-estate companies, four jewelry 
companies, five money exchange firms and four 
insurance companies were compelled to comply with 
the relevant laws. 

MOCI takes action against 
erring companies

Lulu Hypermarket, the leading hypermarket 
chain in the region, in collaboration with 

Byju’s, The Learning App, held a prize-distribution 
ceremony to felicitate the winners of their joint 
‘Back to School’ promotion. 

Top management of Lulu Hypermarket in Kuwait 
along with Biju Amal Kaitheri –Vice-President of 
Sales at Byju’s The Learning App, presented the ten 
lucky prize winners with a draft for KD1,000 each, 
for an overall total prize money of KD10,000. 

The ‘Back to School’ promotional offer, 
which was held between 21 August and 10 
September, provided shoppers with a coupon, 
for every KD10 worth of purchases made at any 
Lulu Hypermarket outlet, which entitled them 
to be included in the lucky draw. Ten lucky 
winners were then picked through a raff le 
draw held on 16 September at the Ministry 
of Commerce and in the presence of ministry 
supervisors.

Lulu Hypermarket felicitates
 winners of ‘Back to School’ promotion

Dasman Diabetes Institute (DDI), 
founded by Kuwait Foundation for 

the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS), 
recently hosted ‘Healthy Food, Healthy 
Lifestyle’ seminar, in collaboration with 
the Netherlands Embassy in Kuwait. 
A group of local and international 
professionals delivered talks and held 
group work sessions during this seminar 
in attempts to increase awareness 
towards building a healthier next 
generation in Kuwait.

The seminar was inaugurated by 
Dr. Qais Al Duwairi, Director-General 
of the Institute who highlighted 
the importance of hosting health 
education seminars and fostering 
international collaborations. In addition, 
Netherlands Ambassador to Kuwait 

H.E. Frans Potuyt, gave the opening 
speech, followed by a keynote speech 
by Erik Smidt, Agricultural Counsellor 

GCC.  This is the second collaboration 
between the Embassy and Dasman 
Diabetes Institute.

DDI organizes ‘Healthy Food, Healthy Lifestyle’ seminar

Private health clinics cannot charge arbitrary prices

Department of Health Licenses, which provide the 
permits needed to open private health clinics and other 

medical facilities in the country, has made clear that the prices 
charged by these institutions should comply with the prices 
approved by the department.  The approved prices should 
not be increased until the stipulated period has expired and 
new prices have been approved, said an informed source at 
the department.

The department stressed that prices for medical services, 
which could vary from one institute to another, should be 
exactly as per the price list submitted to the department 
at the time of issuing a license.  Noncompliance with these 
prices is a punishable offense, warned the department.

Cautioning that its inspectors would visit the licensed 
facility to ascertain that prices charged were in accordance 
with the price list approved, the department said that 
anyone found to be violating the approved prices could face 
legal action.

Private health facilities are also obliged to display their 
price list in a prominent place within their facility so that 

visitors could see the approved prices and compare it with 
what they were charged. Any discrepancy between the two 
prices should be reported in the form of a complaint to the 
Licensing Department.
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Proposal by a parliamentarian to grant 
‘deserving’ working women a stipend to 

remain at home and look after the family, has raised 
the hackles of women’s group and social activists 
in Kuwait. The proposal tabled in parliament by MP 
Majed Al-Mutairi was the topic of discussion in a 
recent debate organized at the Promenade Cultural 
Center Complex by the Youth Movement under the 
title ‘Niqashna’ (our discussion).

While some speakers lauded the lawmaker 
for making the proposal, many others strongly 
condemned the proposal. Some labeled it as a 
‘flawed’ move against women and society, and 
lashed out at those MPs who plan to put Kuwait 
on the list of backward countries, instead of solving 
the problems currently facing Kuwait, and looking 
for ways to contribute to the realization of Kuwait 
Vision 2035.

The monthly ‘assistance’ proposed by MP Al-
Mutairi is as follows: intermediate and less would 
‘earn KD500 per month, a person with secondary 
qualification would be paid KD550, diploma holders 
would get KD600, university graduates KD650, and 
master and above KD700 per month, provided they 
are not the recipients of any other government 
financial assistance.

Writer and former Deputy Director-General 
of Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) Iqbal Al-Ahmed 
said she was against the proposal. She explained 
providing monthly assistance to women 18 years 
and above who prefer to stay at home is a shame 

for women and society as a whole.
She said such proposals were made to further 

the notion that women should be held responsible 
for family problems such as poor child upbringing, 
holding her responsible for high divorce rates, 
destabilization of the family and disguised 
unemployment. She pointed out that Kuwait today 
is suffering from budget deficits, fiscal deficits in 
future generations fund, oil crisis, etc, and wonder 
how the parliamentarians give importance to 
marginal issues that contribute to waste of the 
country’s wealth.

Writer Khalid Al-Tarrah asserted that women are 
an essential partner with men in the development 
of society and stressed that the Women’s Cultural 
Association is not the only opposition to the 
parliamentary proposal to pay financial assistance 
to women and keep them at home, but many 
Kuwaiti men also have rejected this proposal, and 
said he is among those who reject the proposal.

LOCAL

Ambassador of Slovakia to Kuwait 
H.E. Igor Hajdusek inaugurated the 
new Slovakia Embassy at a colorful 

ceremony held on 17 October, following its 
relocation to the new premises. Members of 
the diplomatic corps, well-wishers and media 
personnel attended the event. 

In his address to the gathering, Ambassador 
Hajdusek pointed out that it was a huge 

challenge to find a new location for the 
Slovakia embassy and that made inaugurating 
the new premises a greater pleasure.

Opening an art exhibition held to mark 
the occasion, the Slovak ambassador praised 
the works by the participating artists that 
included  Luca Brase, Viera Čapková, Tina 
Gállová and Lucia Filimonova among others.

Saying  it was an honor to open the 

exhibition, which is aptly titled ‘Contemporary 
Slovak Visual Art Greeting’, Ambassador 
Hajdusek expressed his interest in organizing 
similar exhibitions in the coming year,  in 
cooperation with Kuwait’s National Council 
for Culture, Arts, and Letters, the Bushery 
Gallery and HUB Gallery. 

Extending his congratulations to the 
chosen artists of the literary and creative 

contest held in the Slovak Republic, 
the ambassador remarked, “These two 
children, Alexandros Hadjisavvas and Riya 
Rich, who live in Kuwait participated in 
this very important project, and their work 
was chosen by the Committee for their 
illustration of the fairy tale about the Sad 
Clown.” The two young artists were awarded 
diplomas and prizes.

Slovak Ambassador inaugurates 
country’s new embassy

The Ministry of Health (MoH) in a 
letter addressed to the Civil Service 

Commission (CSC) has requested more 
nursing staff to meet the needs of new 
and expanded health facilities around the 
country. 

The ministry urged the CSC to recruit 
graduate nurses from the Kuwait Nursing 
Institute or Faculty of Health Sciences in 
the Public Authority of Applied Education 
and Training (PAAET), or Faculty of Allied 
Medical Sciences in Kuwait University.

Ministry calls for recruiting Kuwaiti nurses

Kuwait Directorate General for Civil Aviation 
(DGCA) confirmed Sunday, 13 October 

its keenness for employees’ rights, earnings, 
supervision, and working hours in accordance 
with the Civil Service Commission. In a press 
release and in response to employee protest at 
the administration building, the DGCA said its 
decisions aims to organize work by developing 
and improving services for passengers at Kuwait 
International Airport.

The DGCA administration has opened its doors 
to the president and members of the union of 
workers at the airport to listen to their demands 
and proposals, Director General of DGCA Yusif 
Al-Fawzan added in the press release. Al-Fawzan 
explained that law No. (36) for 2019 is scheduled to 
be implemented in beginning of October, which 

aims to establish control over working hours and 
observations from the Audit Bureau. In addition, 
no allowances will be affected before October 
one, adding that everyone must cooperate and 
work together to raise the reputation of Kuwait 
International Airport.

Civil Aviation underlines importance of 
employees’ rights in response to protest

‘Deserving’ women to receive 
salaries to stay at home
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A huge portrait of His Highness the Amir adorned 
the Al-Gharabally Square in the center of the souk 
with the caption: “A message of faithfulness and love 
from the people of Kuwait”. The organizers of the 
event were going around distributing photos of the 
Amir and later unleashed a huge balloon decorated 
with the Amir’s portrait, against a backdrop of tunes 
of the National Anthem.

In a statement released by the Amiri Diwan, His 
Highness the Amir expressed his deepest gratitude 
to the people of Kuwait and expatriates for their 
sincere feelings and the happiness they showed 
over his arrival in the country after successful 
medical checkups in the United States. He 
appreciated the people of Kuwait for their concern 
and follow-up of his medical condition throughout 
his trip, which in reality reflect Kuwait’s unity and 
distinguished moral status.

His Highness the Amir also thanked the leaders 
of Arab nations and other friendly countries for their 
constant follow-up of his health, their sentiments, 
and the genuine wishes they offered. He prayed to 
Allah to perpetuate blessings of security, safety and 
prosperity on the beloved State of Kuwait, and guide 
its people to serve the country at all times.

Overwhelming love and support that His 
Highness the Amir enjoys with all sections of society 
was evident in January 2006, when the whole country 
cheered as a special session of the National Assembly 
unanimously and constitutionally proclaimed His 
Highness Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah 
as the 15th ruler and Amir of the State of Kuwait. 

Since his accession, the Amir has a been a unifying 
source and a fountain of wise leadership in a country 
more often known for its diverging politics, bickering 
legislature and revolving-door governments. It is the 
Amir’s firm and fair decisions and resolute actions that 
have helped Kuwait pull through many a political and 
social exigency during the past 13 years. 

Since he began his political career in 1954, His 
Highness has dedicated his life and energy to the 
welfare and well-being of Kuwait and its people. 

Following Kuwait’s independence in 1961, His 
Highness played a crucial role in cementing the 
country’s democratic credentials by being a member 
of the committee chosen to draft the country’s 
constitution that was enacted in 1962, and in 
organizing Kuwait’s first parliamentary elections held 
in1963. After being appointed as Kuwait’s foreign 
minister in 1963, for the next 40 years or so His 
Highness was the face of Kuwait in the international 
arena, meeting with world leaders and pushing for 
the country’s causes and interests at every global 
forum.

In the years following independence, Kuwait 
was considered one of the most progressive and 
developed states in the Arab world. Not only was 
Kuwait the first Arab state in the Persian Gulf to 
establish a constitution and parliament, it was the first 
Middle Eastern country to diversify its revenue away 
from oil exports, establishing the Kuwait Investment 
Authority —  the world’s first sovereign wealth fund. 
In the 1970s, Kuwait was consistently ranked at the 
top of all Arab countries on the Human Development 
Index, with free education, lifelong healthcare, 
employment and social welfare guaranteed to all 
citizens. Art and culture flourished in the country 
attracting talent from around the region, and, in 
those heydays, Kuwait’s press was described as one 
of the freest in the world.

There are probably many in the country who are 
old enough to remember, or to at least have heard 
of those days gone by, and fondly wish that His 
Highness the Amir would lead the nation to those 
bygone glorious days of Kuwait. It is this trust and 
love for the Amir that manifested in the displays of 
affection witnessed on Wednesday.    

On his safe arrival back in Kuwait, His Highness the 
Amir was received by His Highness the Crown Prince 
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, National 
Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanim, the President 
of the National Guard His Highness Sheikh Salem Al-
Ali Al-Sabah, His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh 
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, President 
of the Court of Cassation and President of the 

Constitutional Court Consultant Yosif Al-Mutawa and 
other senior state officials.

On Wednesday, His Highness the Amir received 
a congratulatory cable from His Highness the Crown 
Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah 
regarding his safe return from the United States. In his 
cable, His Highness Sheikh Nawaf expressed pleasure, 
and thanked Allah for His Highness the Amir’s 
return to Kuwait after successful medical checkups. 
On behalf of citizens and residents of Kuwait, His 
Highness the Crown Prince expressed best wishes 
and congratulations to His Highness the Amir. In 
response, His Highness the Amir sent a thank-you 
letter to His Highness the Crown Prince for his kind 
words and sentiments.

His Highness the Amir also received a letter on 
Wednesday from the Chief of Kuwait’s National 
Guard His Highness Sheikh Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah, 
who welcomed him back home after the medical 
checkups in the United States. In his letter, His 
Highness Sheikh Salem wrote: “The National Guard is 
ecstatic over His Highness the Amir’s safe return to the 
country after his successful medical checkups allayed 
all our concerns over his wellbeing.” His Highness the 
Amir thanked the National Guard chief for his warm 
sentiments, wishing Kuwait continued prosperity and 
development.

For his part, the Speaker of the National Assembly 
Marzouk Al-Ghanim and members of the Parliament 
sent a letter of congratulations to His Highness the 
Amir on the occasion of his return to Kuwait. In the 
letter, Al-Ghanim, on behalf of himself and all MPs, 
expressed sincere sentiments and happiness over the 
return of His Highness the Amir to Kuwait following 
a successful “medical journey” to the United States. 
He asked Allah to grant His Highness the Amir with 
everlasting health so that he may continue with his 
wise leadership of Kuwait and its loyal people. His 
Highness Sheikh Sabah thanked the Parliament, 
the Speaker and members for the sincere emotions 
they expressed through the letter, hoping for more 
achievements and prosperity. He asked Almighty 
Allah to bless the people of Kuwait with health and 
happiness.

His Highness the Amir also received a message 
from His Highness Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad 
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah who wished him good 
health “so that he may carry on with his blessed 
march of serving our beloved country and pushing 
forward the process of development, progress and 
prosperity”. Sheikh Nasser said he is deeply proud 
of the noticeable development and progress in the 
country on various aspects “under your sagacious 
leadership”, renewing the allegiance and faithfulness 
to His Highness the Amir on his behalf and on behalf 
of the people of Kuwait.

 His Highness the Amir sent a cable in response to 
His Highness Sheikh Nasser in gratitude for his sincere 
feelings. First Deputy Prime Minister and Defense 
Minister Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah 
on Wednesday congratulated His Highness the Amir, 
also the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, 
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al- Sabah, on his 
safe return to the country.

In addition, congratulatory messages and well-
wishes kept pouring in from regional leaders, 
ministers, diplomats, politicians, business people and 
from a multitude of citizens and residents. 

Summing up the feelings of people and their 
relief on the safe return of His Highness the Amir, 
the Director General of Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) 
Sheikh Mubarak Al-Duaij Al-Ibrahim Al-Sabah said in 
his message that the joy of the people of Kuwait over 
the return of His Highness the Amir from the United 
States represents their loyalty to their leader. 

In a press statement, he stressed that the Kuwaiti 
people deeply appreciate His Highness the Amir’s 
great achievements and wise leadership, adding 
that he also won over his people’s love by exerting 
great efforts to develop all sectors of Kuwait and 
build strong foreign relations as well as adopt neutral 
political stances in resolving various crises in the 
region and around the world. Sheikh Mubarak added 
His Highness the Amir is continuously providing 
humanitarian aid to those in need around the world, 
and his efforts were recognized by the United Nations 
when His Highness the Amir was presented with the 
title of ‘Humanitarian Leader’.

A reason to rejoice: H.H the Amir is back

A memorandum of understanding 
signed recently between a visiting 
delegation from the Kuwait Society 

for Owners of Domestic Labor Office and the 
Ministry of Manpower in Ethiopia is expected to 
facilitate the recruitment of Ethiopian domestic 
helpers to Kuwait.

During the visit, which was aimed at 
enhancing cooperation to bring in Ethiopian 

domestic workers, the Kuwaiti delegation 
toured various centers in Ethiopia that train 
domestic workers to look after children and 
manage household duties. 

The delegation noted that the Ethiopian 
authorities had created a new system to deal 
with issues such as absconding of laborers, 
due to lack of understanding of the nature and 
culture of Arabian societies in general and Gulf 

societies in particular.
He affirmed that labor offices in Ethiopia 

work according to a specified criteria to enroll 
domestic workers who are ready to work in 
Kuwait. The system also stipulates certain 
conditions the potential domestic helpers must 
fulfill, including that they must have completed 
elementary grade 8 and undergone two weeks 
of training in a domestic helper course.

Ethiopia gears up to send domestic helpers to Kuwait

LuLu Exchange, the leading financial services 
company in Kuwait, recently shifted the 

location of its second Farwaniya branch on 
Wednesday, 16 October. The branch’s new location 
is LuLu Exchange Company WLL Block 1, Shop 38 & 
39, Bader Al Douweesh Complex, Farwaniya. 

The new branch was inaugurated by Narayan 
Pradhan, Vice President GCC  & India, LuLu Financial 
Group, who was joined by Mohamed Haris, Regional 
Director- Lulu Hypermarket, Shaiju Mohan Das, 
General Manager – Lulu Exchange, Subaheer 
Thayil- Deputy General Manager – Lulu Exchange 

and Shafaz Ahamed- Area Manager. Staff and well-
wishers were also in attendance at the function. 

LuLu Exchange shifts location
of second Farwaniya branch

ICAI Kuwait Chapter 
organizes bowling tournament
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of 

India (Kuwait Chapter) organized a Bowling 
Tournament exclusively for its members and their 
families at the state of the art Kuwait Bowling 
Sports Club. 

The tournament received an overwhelming 
response from than 200 members and families 
participating on a lazy Friday morning. The players 
comprised of both regular bowling enthusiasts and 
beginners who were trying their hand at bowling 
for the first time. 

The tournament was held in three categories 
(Men, women and children) with winners in each 
category being awarded trophies and medals 

respectively. The winners were as following, Men 
category – CA Ritesh (1st), CA Rajan (2nd) and CA 
Rohit (3rd), Women category – Insiya (1st), Malka 
and CA Sweta (tie at 2nd) and Malvika (3rd) and 
Children category – Hasini (1st), Samarth (2nd) and 
Shrey (3rd) respectively. 

CA Sai Devata, Chairman of ICAI Kuwait 
Chapter, congratulated all the winners and 
participants for making the event success 
and mentioned that more such programs 
will augment the participation and bonding 
amongst the members. It was a fun filled day and 
the Indian chartered accountants lived up to the 
adage ‘All work and no play makes jack a dull boy’. 
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A seminar on the theme ‘Role 
of Kuwaiti women at the 
United Nations for security 

and peace’, was held on 17 October 
at Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber 
Al-Sabah headquarters (the UN 
House). Members of the diplomatic 
corps as well as special invitees 
attended the event, which saw 
speakers discuss the significant role 
played by Kuwaiti women serving in 
the diplomatic corps. 

Assistant Foreign Minister for 
the Cabinet, Ambassador Sheikh 
Dr. Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad 
Al-Sabah, noted Kuwait’s particular 
concern for the development role 
of women and co-leadership of 
the society. He pointed out that 
Kuwaiti women have proven their 

ability in politics, economies and 
development, and mentioned that 
they were the first, at the regional 
level, to attain education and jobs, 
in addition to assuming key decision 
making posts. 

Highlighting the Kuwait Con-
stitution supports gender equality 
and women empowerment, and 
(Article 29) states that human be-
ings are equal under the law in 
terms of duties and rights, Sheikh 
Dr. Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad 
noted that a large number of wom-
en have recently applied to be en-
rolled in the diplomatic corps. He 
revealed that the ratio of female 
job seekers in the diplomatic sector 
were higher than male aspirants by 
80 percent.

Pointing out that Kuwait 
development strategy (New Kuwait 
2035) also supports the approach 
of women’s empowerment, he 
expressed his hope that many 
young women would follow the 

ranks of those who have occupied 
senior diplomatic posts, including 
Ambassador Nabila Al-Mulla, and 
Assistants to the Foreign Minister, 
Amal Al-Hamad and Reem Al-
Khaled.  

Speaking to the gathering, 
Director of Saud Al-Nasser 
Diplomatic Institute Abdulaziz Al-
Sharekh affirmed the growing role 
of women in the diplomatic sphere. 

For her part, retired Ambassador 
Nabila Al-Mulla praised the UN 
efforts for establishing global peace, 
and pointed out that the settlement 
of disputes is a part of Kuwaiti 
culture that has been adopted by 
the people since a long time ago 
and portrayed in the country’s 
foreign policy.

 Leila Bakr, the regional director 
for development coordination at 
Arab states, lauded the distinguished 
pre-emptive diplomatic efforts of 
Kuwait and the noticeable role of 
women at this level.

UN seminar praises diplomatic 
services by Kuwaiti women 

Big business of garbage in Kuwait
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

What is upsetting is that food items and 
vegetables constitute approximately 58 percent 
of the wastes in Kuwait and the region, followed 
by paper and cardboard boxes, plastics and then 
minerals and wood.

The global per capita average is around 0.74 
kilograms while for the Middle East and North Africa 
it is 0.81 kilogrammes. So the waste we produce is 
more than double the global average. 

With a lot of waste being produced daily, cleaning 
companies who are awarded millions of dinars to 
clean and dispose of the waste have a big job on 
their hands. Everyday in the morning we witness 
the garbage cleanup process, but by nightfall 
the garbage bins are once again overflowing and 
emitting a strong stench. This is particularly true 
in areas where there are many buildings and the 
population is much more dense. 

Overflowing of garbage is nothing new in 

Kuwait, as the municipality has for years been 
struggling with garbage generated by an increasing 
population. Adding to the woes, not all expatriates 
come equipped with good civic sense and littering 
comes natural to many of them. With relatively lax 
laws on littering in Kuwait, the streets and roads in 
most expatriate residential areas do not reflect the 
status of a country that ranks among the world’s top 
five richest in per capita terms. 

Anyhow, with new contracts signed between 
the Kuwait Municipality and 17 cleaning companies 
stipulating heavy fines if the companies are found 
in negligence of the duties entrusted to them, we 
can hope the situation improves in the days ahead.  
According to the new contract, companies will be 
penalized with daily fines if it is discovered that they 
have failed to clean the area they are responsible for, 
as well as for other violations.

A table of fines has also been drawn up that 
imposes hefty fines of up to KD5,000  on companies 
that perform poorly, including if they do not have 80 

percent of their equipment and other machinery in 
good working condition. Those who do not rectify 
their mistakes will have their contracts canceled and 
a new company will be chosen in their place. With 
all these conditions one hopes that Kuwait becomes 
a cleaner place than in the past.

However the most surprising factor in the new 
garbage removal contract is the amount for which 
the contract has been awarded. The municipality 
has reduced the value from the previous KD285 

million to just KD124 million, almost a 50 percent 
reduction in price for apparently the same work.

How this has been achieved is in itself amazing, 
because one wonders where the prices have been 
reduced; neither the fuel prices nor machinery 
prices have gone down, nor have food costs or rents 
dropped drastically, so one hopes this big reduction 
is not at the cost of the poor cleaners who are 
already underpaid and overworked.  

The phenomenon of cleaners resorting to 
begging or rather appealing to some generous 
residents has plagued the cleaning companies in 
the past. The Kuwait Municipality Director General 
Ahmad A Manofouhi has now warned that it would 
deport any cleaner, working for a cleaning firm 
under contract with the municipality, if he is caught 
begging and the company would be fined.

Kuwait can very well do without this kind of an 
image that keeps its streets unclean and its cleaners 
unhappy. Better pay might be one long term 
solution for happier cleaners and cleaner streets.
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Going from the summer heat, stifling humidity 
and dust storms of Kuwait to the balmy weather  
invigorating air and picturesque landscape of 

Kyrgyzstan was like traveling to an entirely different world.
We were in Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan as part of a 

familiarization trip organized by Air Arabia, the Middle East 
and North Africa (MENA) region’s first and largest Low Cost 
Carrier (LCC). Established in 2003, Air Arabia is now a major 
airline in the region and flies to over 170 destinations across 
the Middle East, North Africa, Asia and Europe.

Unlike many other LCC flights, the spacious seating, the 
range of amenities onboard the flight, the timely arrival 
and departures, and a generous 10kg carry-on baggage 
allowance, had me wondering why many other full-fare 
airlines did not pursue the Air Arabia model.  

Air Arabia offers very convenient flights to Kyrgyzstan 
from Kuwait four times a week through their hub in Sharjah 
International Airport. The wide choice in flights and time 
schedules means that everyone can plan a convenient 
itinerary to Kyrgyzstan on Air Arabia. If you are looking for 
a quick weekend getaway, then Air Arabia has a convenient 
flight out of Kuwait on Thursday at 4.30pm which arrives 
in Bishkek on Friday at 3.00am local time, with a two-hour 
stopover and connection flight from Sharjah. The return 
flight on Sunday, leaves Bishkek at 4.00am and you are back 
in Kuwait by 9.00am, just in time to head back to the office 
for a working day.

In addition to the convenient flights on Air Arabia, 
Kyrgyzstan also has one of the most liberal tourist visa 
policies in Central Asia, and nationals of many countries are 
offered a visa on arrival at Bishkek. So it was no surprise that 
our flight from Sharjah to Bishkek was packed with holiday-
makers eager to sample the country that has been hailed as 
the Switzerland of Central Asia.

The refreshing morning breeze that greeted us at 
Manas International Airport in Bishkek was probably an 
introduction to the pristine environment that we were 
promised awaited us during our short weekend visit to 
Kyrgyzstan in late September. Our travel in Kyrgyzstan 
was coordinated by Air Arabia’s partner Kyrgyz Concept, a 
company that prides itself on being a one-stop shop for all 
your travel needs in Kyrgyzstan. 

Our first day in the Kyrgyz capital was spent in a tour of 
the city and a sampling of the famed Kyrgyz cuisine. From 
shorpa, a type of mutton soup, to Beshbarmak, a serving 
of large flat noodles topped with lamb or sometimes meat 
cooked in vegetable broth, and on to Azu, theTatar dish of 
meat fried with pickles and vegetables, the preponderant 
role of meat in the dishes was obvious.

The next day we headed to the Issyk Kul Lake region, 
around 270 km from Biskek and a nearly five-hour journey 
by road. Picture-book mountainscapes, rolling ‘jailoos’ or 
summer pastures, meandering pathways along pristine 
valleys, bordered by towering mountains and dotted with 
crystal clear mountain lakes greeted us as we made our way 
to the Lake region.

On the way we took a detour to visit the Burana Tower an 
ancient minaret, recognised as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
Located in the Chuy Valley about 80 km east of Bishkek, near 
the town of Tokmok, the tower, along with grave markers, 
some earthworks and the remnants of a castle and three 
mausoleums, is all that remains of the ancient city of Balasagun, 
which was established by the Karakhanids at the end of the 
9th century. An external staircase and steep, winding stairway 
inside the tower enables visitors to climb to the top. Then we 
continued our scenic drive through Boom Gorge canyon along 
the Chu River with views of the mountains in the distance 
before arriving in Issyk-Kul Lake area.

Issyk-Kul is the world’s second largest alpine lake after 
Lake Titicaca in South America. It is also the seventh deepest 
lake in the world at 670 meters and the tenth largest lake in 
the world by volume, as well as the second largest saline 
lake after the Caspian Sea. Although it is at an elevation of 
over 1,600 meters and surrounded by snow-capped peaks, 

the lake never freezes, and hence its name Issyk-Kul or ‘hot 
lake’ in Kyrgyz. 

The lake itself is surrounded by protected marshlands, 
two mountain ranges, and many archaeological remains, 
from the petroglyphs in Cholpon-Ata to remains of 
buildings and cities that lie under the waters of the lake. 
The shores of Issyk-Kul were once well populated, and 
were famous among travelers and merchants who plied 
the ancient Silk Route. On the southern shore of Issyk-Kul is 
the picturesque village of Bokonbaevo, which is the center 
of ecological tourism in Kyrgyzstan. The area is also well 
known for its many resorts and spas, which together with 
the superb sights, make the region one of the most popular 
in Kyrgyzstan.

On the return trip to Bishkek we visited the Grigoreva 
Gorge with the gentle slopes of the valley  covered with a 
dense fir forest and the sweet smell of pine trees pervading 
the air. The Gorge, is considered one of the most picturesque 
in Issyk Kul area. We  had time to go for a boat ride in the 
placid waters of the lake before taking a horse-back ride in 
the fresh outdoors.

Back in Bishkek, we took off to visit the famed Chunkurchak 
Gorge, one of the smallest yet most beautiful gorges in 
Kyrgyzstan. Located about 45km from Bishkek, along the 
upper Alamedin River, the territory of the gorge lies in the 
National Biological Reserve that was setup to conserve the 
rare species of tulips. A visit to the Supara Chunkurchak 
Ethno Complex also provided us with an opportunity to 
learn about the culture of Kyrgyz nomad people.

Kyrgyzstan is a nation defined by its natural beauty that 
has been preserved in its pristine state as tourist hordes 
have not begun descending on the country. It is not difficult 
to see why the country has been the gateway of choice for 
many travelers visiting Central Asia. We would like to thank 
Air Arabia and Kyrgyz Concept for providing us with the 
opportunity to visit this amazingly scenic wonderland.

10 TRAVEL

KYRGYZSTAN 
Nature at its pristine best

Air Arabia Flies 4 times a week to Bishkek
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According to fact-checkers at the 
Washington Post, US President 
Donald Trump has made more than 

13,000 false or misleading claims since his 
inauguration. It is no wonder some people 
doubt that the fact-checking of politicians’ 
claims is an answer to the problems of this 
misinformation age.

When politicians and journalists from 
Europe, the Americas, Africa, and Asia met at 
the Global Conference for Media Freedom 
in London in July, they acknowledged that 
the rise of misinformation has contributed 
to declining public trust in politicians and 
the media. But effective solutions have 
not been forthcoming. When Europe’s 
political and business elite met the same 
month for the conference Les Rencontres 
Économiques d’Aix-en-Provence 2019, they, 
too, saw few options for renewing trust.

But that does not mean that there are 
none. As the leaders or founders of fact-
checking organizations in Africa, Latin 
America, and Europe, we know that our 
work can play a powerful role in countering 
the effects of misinformation and restoring 
faith in reliable sources.

Fulfilling this duty requires, first and 
foremost, a comprehensive understanding 
of the challenges we face. Most of 
the world’s almost 200 fact-checking 
organizations operate on the assumption 

that presenting the public with corrected 
information will generally convince them 
to update a false view.

Not surprisingly, most academic work 
on fact-checking has aimed to test this 
assumption. The results are promising. 
While nobody could claim that presenting 
people with correct information 
guarantees that they will adjust their 
views, repeated studies have shown that 
fact checking helps the public revise their 
understanding of claims, even when the 
finding contradicts a firmly held belief.

But simply publishing fact-checks 
is not enough. For starters, even with 
the greatest resources it would not be 
possible to trace all those who have seen 
the misinformation being corrected and 
put our fact-check in front of them. And 
there is simply too much misinformation 
circulating online and in public debate to 
fact-check every false claim made.

That is why, beyond identifying and 

correcting important misinformation, fact-
checkers must engage with politicians, the 
traditional media, social-media platforms, 
and other relevant institutions to reduce 
the supply. This means reaching out to 
public figures to request on-the-record 
corrections, lodging complaints with 
standards bodies, and providing training 
to media organizations. It also means 
working with tech companies to find 
ways to prevent the wider circulation 
of misinformation, including across 
international borders.

At the same time, fact-checking 
organizations should not simply focus 
on tackling false information, but also on 
identifying sources of reliable information 
and pointing their readers and followers to 
them. And we should work with schools 
and other educational platforms to help 
teach people to identify false or misleading 
claims. This is the approach taken by our 
organizations, and as small and under-
resourced as they are, the impact is 
already apparent. For example, in January, 
Ibrahima Diouf, the economist in charge of 
writing the manifesto for one of Senegal’s 
major political parties, Parti de l’Unité et du 
Rassemblement, told a University of Dakar 
researcher that, because of the Africa 
Check team’s work, writers of political-
party manifestos paid more attention to 
the accuracy of their figures.

Similarly, in South Africa, Febe Potgieter-
Gqubule, the general manager of the 
ruling African National Congress, declared 
in a public meeting that Africa Check “plays 
an important role” in keeping political 
parties and their leaders accountable. A 
few months earlier, the South African 
Police Service officially revised the national 
crime statistics, following an Africa Check 
intervention, admitting that the data were 
worse than they had initially reported. 
Reducing the supply of misinformation by 
engaging with those in power works.

At the same time, in Argentina, the 
fact-checking organization Chequeado 
has created the country’s first program to 
teach critical thinking and news literacy 
skills to young people. The results of this 
effort to inoculate the young against the 
harm caused by misinformation mirrored 
those of a 2016 study, which showed a 
huge leap in the ability of school-age 
children in Uganda to distinguish good 
and bad health information after being 
taught similar skills.

Finally, effective fact-checking requires 

efforts to improve public access to reliable 
information. In the United Kingdom, for 
example, Full Fact has worked with the 
Office of National Statistics not only to 
open up its data to a wider audience, but 
also to ensure that it is delivered in a form 
the public will understand.

While we should not underestimate the 
scale of the threat posed by misinformation 

and declining trust, or the complexity of 
their causes, the problem is not nearly 
as intractable as some seem to believe. 
By addressing not only the symptoms 
of misinformation and mistrust, but also 
the systemic problems that underlie 
them, fact-checking organizations, media, 
government, and business can resist these 
worrisome trends.

Fact-Checking Can Win 
the Fight Against Misinformation

PETER CUNLIFFE-JONES, LAURA ZOMMER, 
NOKO MAKGATO, AND WILL MOY
Peter Cunliffe-Jones is the founder of Africa Check. Laura 
Zommer is Executive Director of Chequeado. Noko Makgato 
is Executive Director of Africa Check. Will Moy is Chief 
Executive of Full Fact.

 This means reaching out 
to public figures to request 
on-the-record corrections, 
lodging complaints with 
standards bodies, and 

providing training to media 
organizations. It also means 
working with tech companies 

to prevent the wider 
circulation of misinformation 

worldwide.
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A t last month’s United Nations 
summit on the Sustainable 
Development Goals, child marriage 

did not get top billing. Yet ending this cruel 
practice - which steals girls’ childhoods, 
bodily autonomy, and a chance to build 
their own futures - is essential to achieve a 
range of SDGs, including securing gender 
equality, improving health, and delivering 
a quality education and economic 
opportunities to all.

Born of antiquated patriarchal traditions 
and sustained by ignorance, poverty, and 
socioeconomic inequality, child marriage 
remains widespread across Africa, Asia, 
and the Middle East. In Niger, 76 percent 
of girls are married before their eighteenth 
birthday — the highest rate in the world. 
Next on the list are the Central African 
Republic (68%) and Chad (67%). In the 
Middle East, 32 percent of girls in Yemen 
are married, followed by Iraq (24%) and 
Egypt (17%).

In total, more than 12 million underage 
girls are married off each year. That is 12 
million girls who, through no decision 
of their own, have their childhoods and, 
more than likely, their education, cut short 
and replaced by the obligation to endure 

multiple physically taxing, potentially life-
threatening pregnancies, raise a family, 
and maintain a household.

Early marriage is correlated with higher 
rates of psychological and domestic 
violence, and often leads to mental-health 
problems and even early death. These risks 
were highlighted by international media 
coverage of the case of Amina Filali, a 16-

year old Moroccan girl who died by suicide 
after being forced to marry her rapist.

Despite its devastating consequences, 
and notwithstanding the UN Convention 
on the Rights of the Child, which obliges 
countries to protect all residents under age 
18, child marriage is often legal. Moreover, 
the issue is rarely a part of national 
development debates, and is largely 
ignored by government authorities, who are 
unwilling to challenge a long-held tradition. 
Even where legislation is in place to curb 
child marriage, it is often not stringent 
enough, as has been the case in Bangladesh 
and in my home country, Morocco.

In 2004, Morocco reformed its family 
law to curtail child marriage. But, due to a 
conservative culture, the accommodation 
of religious fanatics, and the prevalence of 
gender-based discrimination, the practice 
was not criminalized. On the contrary, 
the reforms left an exception for vaguely 
defined ‘extenuating circumstances’, such 
as pregnancy.

Some families are all too eager to skirt 
child-marriage laws, whether because of 
antiquated cultural beliefs — for example, 
that marriage is vital to keep girls from 

delinquency, prostitution, or debauchery 
—  or because of poverty, which makes 
collecting a dowry, or ‘bride price’, highly 
appealing. As a result, more than 30,000 
underage girls in Morocco are still being 
forced to marry each year. Not surprisingly, 
violence against women is not decreasing.

What is really needed to protect girls 
and women are properly enforced laws that 
criminalize facilitation of or participation in 
child marriage. Individuals who officiate at 
child marriages and adults who take a child 
bride should face severe penalties. Early 
marriages should never be legal.

Such legislation should fit into broader 
national strategies for engaging women 
in economic, social, cultural, and political 
development. Girls and women need 
access to health care, education, and 
training. Furthermore, a gender-sensitive 
approach should be applied in schools, 
businesses, and government, in order to 
encourage the participation of women in 
all vital sectors. 

Income-generating projects for poor 
families, especially in rural and distant 
areas, would also help, as would broad 
educational initiatives aimed at correcting 

the antiquated and erroneous beliefs that 
sustain child marriage, and sensitizing 
communities to its true consequences. 
This will require the involvement of all 
government institutions, civil society, the 
media, and other influential actors, like 
teachers, judges, and lawyers.

Girls who have already been married 
also need support, delivered through 
targeted programs that engage them 
and those around them, such as their 
husbands and mothers-in-law. Likewise, 
efforts should be made to help girls who 
have escaped an unwanted marriage or 
have become widowed, as they often face 
social rejection and abuse.

All women and girls deserve the chance 
to decide whether, when, and whom they 
marry. They deserve autonomy over their 
bodies, including when to have children, 
and how many. And they deserve the 
opportunity to pursue their dreams and 
contribute to their communities and 
country’s economy, while improving their 
own standard of living. If that is not enough 
to convince governments and civil-society 
leaders to fight to end child marriage, 
perhaps the boon to development will be.

Child Marriage Is Stunting Development
MOHA ENNAJI
Professor of Linguistics and Gender Studies 
at the University of Fès, Morocco. His most 
recent books are Minorities, Women, and 
the State in North Africa, and Moroccan 
Feminisms.

 To protect girls and women 
from early marriages we need 
to properly enforce laws that 
criminalize facilitation of or 

participation in child marriage. 
Individuals who officiate at 
child marriages and adults 

who take a child bride should 
face severe penalties. 

SPOTLIGHT
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HEALTH

Recent research on topics as wide 
ranging as mental health and how our 
bodies store fat, is adding to evidence 

that illustrates how much sleep deprivation 
impacts our individual and collective health. 
On the other hand, getting adequate sleep has 
been shown to helps strengthen our immune 
system and is associated with a decreased 
risk of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, 
including obesity and type 2 diabetes.

According to child health experts pre-
teens need between 9 and 12 hours of sleep 
a night, and teenagers should be getting 
between 8 and 10 hours of sleep. 

Despite these recommendations, a 2018 
study revealed that 73 percent of high school 
students fail to meet this sleep target. And, the 
consequences of sleep deprivation are quite 
evident among many teens. These include 
increased moodiness, drowsiness, disinterest 
in activities that used to interest them, failing 
grades, and depression-like symptoms. In 
extreme cases, it could lead to thoughts of 
self-harm.

One reason for sleep deprivation among 
teens that has received a lot of attention in 
recent years is the difference in sleep cycles of 
teens. Hormones in the body undergo rapid 
change during puberty and, among other 
things, this leads to a delayed phase change 
in sleep, with their body telling them to stay 
up later at night and wake up later in the 
morning.

When your teen child is demanding to stay 
up late or dragging the covers over their heads 

when it is time to wake up in the mornings, 
it is not because they are intentionally being 
defiant, it could be that they are just following 
their body’s changed sleep cycle. Additional 
barriers to sleep among teenagers include 
increased use of digital devices immediately 
before bed time; heavy homework; caffeine 
infused drinks and anxiety.

The challenge is that teenagers are often 
required to keep a schedule that does not 
match their internal clock. School schedules 

often contribute to teenagers having to get 
up earlier than their bodies naturally want 
them to. And, parents sending teens to bed 
earlier so that they can wake up earlier is also 
not an effective strategy either.

Another contributing factor to sleep 
deprivation is that teens tend to model their 
behaviour after that of their parents. For this 
reason, doctors say that parents should apply 
the same rules to themselves as their teens 
when it comes to sleep habits. 

Knowing that sleep deprivation could be 
a ‘hormone thing’, what can parents do to 
help their sleep deprived teen child? Doctors 
suggest that parents could start by taking a 
more active role in the teen’s life, involving 
in their interests and emphasizing the 
importance of adequate sleep to their other 
interests.

Other steps to encourage more sleep 
time include shutting off electronic devices 
by 10pm, limiting caffeine infused drinks , 
ensuring efficient homework practices and by 
parents modeling good sleep behavior 

Teens need to get more sleep

Pollution linked 
to hair loss
Records show that almost 85 percent of men 

lose a significant amount of hair after the age 
of 50, while nearly 60 percent of men under the 
age of 35 also display signs of hair loss. Hair loss 
is clearly a hairy problem for men. But, it is not 
just men who suffer from hair loss, women also 
experience a loss in density of hair.

Tens of millions of both men and women are 
known to suffer a condition called androgenetic 
alopecia, or pattern baldness. In male pattern 
baldness, hair loss typically occurs on the top and 
front of the head. With female pattern baldness, 
thinning occurs on the top and crown of the head. 
This thinning in women often starts as a widening 
of the centre hair part that leaves the front hairline 
unaffected. 

The causes of hair loss are unclear. Although 
researchers think that genes play a key role, 
there remain a significant number of unknown 
environmental factors that may also affect hair loss 
risk. New research points to pollution as another 
potential trigger for hair loss. Importantly, it sheds 
light on a potential mechanism that may explain 
how air pollution causes hair loss.

Researchers at the Future Science Research 
Centre, a nonprofit organization in the Republic of 
Korea looked at the effect of so-called particulate 
matter on the cells at the base of hair follicles. 
These cells are called human follicle dermal papilla 
cells (HFDPCs) and control hair growth. 

‘Particulate matter’, or ‘particle pollution’, is 
a term that describes a mix of solid particles 

and small liquid droplets, made of various 
different chemicals, that people inhale from their 
environment. Some of these particles pose a 
serious risk to health.

The team exposed HFDPCs to inhalable 
particles, with diameters that are generally 10 
micrometers and smaller, often referred to as 
PM10, such as particles of dust and diesel. After 
24 hours, the team used Western blotting analysis 
to examine the levels of several proteins after 
exposure to particulate matter.

The analysis revealed that exposure to PM10 
and diesel particulate matter lowered levels of a 
protein called beta-catenin, which is key for hair 
growth, as well as other hair-growth proteins. The 
more pollution the researchers exposed them to, 
the more these proteins decreased.

While the link between air pollution and serious 
diseases such as cancer, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, and cardiovascular disease are 
well established, there is little to no research on 
the effect of particulate matter exposure on the 
human skin and hair in particular.

The new research explains the mode of action 
of air pollutants on [HFDPCs], showing how the 
most common air pollutants lead to hair loss, said 
the researchers.

Rising rates of non-communicable diseases, 
including incidence of type 2 diabetes and 

hypertension, has been a major cause of concern 
for health authorities worldwide.

Now, new research finds that help to lower 
these serious health conditions could come from  
a simple source — adding more fiber to the diet.

Millions of people around the world suffer from 
type 2 diabetes and high blood pressure, and both 
conditions carry a strong risk of cardiovascular 
disease. Both conditions carry a strong risk of 
cardiovascular disease.

New research has now found that patients with 
hypertension and type 2 diabetes who consume a 
high-fiber diet were able to significantly cut their 
risk of these health conditions.

For their study, the researchers tracked the fiber 
consumption of 200 participants, average age of 
50, with diabetes and hypertension. They were 
given ‘diet prescriptions’ that included a detailed 
list of different foods and portion sizes. Health 
checks were performed at the beginning, then at 3 
and 6 months into the study.

The researchers wanted to find out how dietary 
modifications, especially a high-fiber diet, could 
help patients improve their various cardiovascular 
risk factors. The participants consumed 1,200 
to 1,500 calories and the recommended daily 
allowance (RDA) for fiber in this group was about 30 
grams. For the study, their fiber intake was increased 
up to 25 percent, to about 38 grams, which equates 
to about 1.5 cups of high-fiber cereal.

Over the six months of the study, the 
cardiovascular risk factors improved significantly 
among participants consuming the high-fiber 
diet. The study found around 9 percent reduction 
in serum cholesterol; 23 percent reduction in 
triglycerides;15 percent reduction of systolic blood 
pressure; and, 28 percent reduction of fasting 
blood sugar.

Fiber from food has been part of a heart healthy 
diet since the 1970s, as they have been associated 
with lowering cholesterol, blood pressure, 
improving blood sugar metabolism, and even 
helping with weight loss.

Researchers have discovered that fiber works 
in the body by feeding our healthy gut bacteria, 
the microbiome. Gut bacteria digest the fiber into 
useful fragments called short-chain fatty acids 
(SCFAs), which are helpful to health as they improve 
lipid metabolism, lowers cholesterol, helps control 
blood sugar and reduces inflammation.

Increasing fiber intake lowers 
diabetes, high blood pressure
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Makeup
tips for people 
with sensitive skin

Certain skin types are very sensitive. 
One wrong move and you will have a 

reaction, which is why you should take certain 
precautions. If you don’t have great skin, 
makeup doesn’t fix that, meaning skincare 
should be your first line of defense. That being 
said, here are some smart ways to navigate your 
beauty bag for a clear and calmed complexion.

Prepping the skin pre-makeup is the most 
important step: If you have very sensitive 

skin, you have to moisturize very well. And, it 
goes beyond slapping on some hydrator. Start 
by spraying thermal water, which soothes 
and heals irritated skin, directly where you 
plan to apply makeup. You can also spray it 
onto tissues and do a compress, of sorts, on 
your face. Circular movements are ideal. Then, 
follow with a gentle moisturizer.

Mineral and organic makeup aren’t always 
better: While you might assume makeup 
labeled all natural would automatically soothe 
sensitive skin, you still need to take a close look 
at the ingredients. If there’s a lot of perfume 
and three, four, five, or more preservatives, it’s 
not so safe anymore.

Solid makeup is generally safer: Stick or 
compact formulas are easier to create without 
too many preservatives because they don’t 
contain water which harbors bacteria.

Pay attention to the expiration dates: 
An often-overlooked element of a beauty 
product’s packaging is the tiny symbol that 
tells you ‘6M’ (six months) ‘12M’ (one year), 
etc.—that’s how long after it’s opened it will 
last. Pay attention and make sure to replace 
your makeup when it expires. It’s quite simple, 
but it’s important.

Try a BB cream instead of heavier 
foundation:  Pigments increase the dryness 
of the skin. Because BB cream contains fewer 
pigments, it can be more effective. Another 
big tip? Use powder sparingly, as it also sucks 
skin dry, which can exacerbate sensitivity. If you 
do rely on powder, tap off any excess before 
applying to be sure you’re using the bare 
minimum.

Sponges are the best makeup applicator: 
Women love sponges because if your skin is 
textured, the sponge can leave a very smooth 
finish, and dabbing is especially effective for 
covering wrinkles. That being said, you have to 
be conscious of your sponge’s composition. It’s 
important to avoid the common allergen latex, 
which can trigger atopic dermatitis.

Highly-pigmented makeup is more likely 
to cause a reaction: Eyeshadows have a lot 
of pigments, and if you have more colors, you 
can have more allergies. The more neutral 
tones like beige and bronze rarely elicit bad 
reactions, but blues, greens, purples, and other 
more saturated hues are usually not so safe. 
Same goes for lipsticks that are bright red and 
deep purple as there’s a lot of pigment, which 
dries the lips.

Get thicker
hair

People with fine texture have more hair 
on their scalp than others, and with the 

right styling tips, you can make those fine 
strands of yours look like the full head of 
hair that it really is. Ahead are some tips for 
achieving bigger, thicker hair.

Use a thickening shampoo: Thicker hair 
starts in the shower with the right shampoo, 
so no more choosing yours based solely 
on the way it smells. The best shampoo 
for fine hair should add body and bounce, 
so look for descriptors like volumizing, 
thickening, or lightweight on the label. And 
forget what you’ve been told about dirty 
hair being the secret to volume. Frequent 
cleansing (at least every other day) not 
only helps to keep your scalp healthy to 
support hair growth, but it also removes 
excess oils at the roots. This is especially 
important for fine or thinning hair, as it 
easily gets weighed down. Plus, infrequent 
shampooing can also lead to a flaky scalp 
which can exacerbate hair loss.

Condition before shampooing: Conditioner 
is non-negotiable for maintaining healthy, 
strong hair. If you’re worried the creamy 
formula will weigh down your strands or 
make them too soft and slick to hold a style, 
condition before your shampoo. Washing 
your hair in the reverse order will create the 
ideal texture for building volume in your hair. 

Use mousse: Mousse gets a bad rap for 
sometimes being crunchy and sticky, but it’s 
key for adding volume to otherwise limp hair, 
whether you’re letting it air-dry or blowing 
it out. For fine hair, use an egg-size amount 
and work it evenly through damp hair, roots 
to ends.

Add a deep conditioner: Breakage is the 
worst, especially when you have thin, fine 
hair. As your hair breaks off, your mid-lengths 
and ends become even thinner, so use a 
hair mask or deep conditioner to prevent 
that from happening. Again, do it as a pre-
shampoo treatment, and you won’t run the 
risk of weighing down your hair.

Fill in your roots: They are the key to 
creating the illusion of thicker hair. Use a 
tinted powder that matches the color of your 
roots and a small brush to fill in your hair part 
or areas where your scalp might show a little 
more. No one will know the difference.

Use dry shampoo on clean hair: Dry 
shampoo is obviously great for reviving 
oily hair, but it also works wonders as a 
texturizing spray—especially on super-fine 
strands. When your hair is squeaky clean 
and lifeless looking, dry shampoo will create 
day-two texture and grip, which is necessary 
for when you’re trying to build volume. Just 
make sure to hold the bottle far enough away 
so you don’t accidentally overdo it and dull 
down the shine.

There’s no denying that accessories 
have the ability to make or break 
an outfit: a fancy frock can fall flat 

with an unflattering shoe, while denim can 
prove evening-appropriate when paired 
with an embellished bag or a satin kitten 
heel. It’s for this reason they’re worth some 
extra consideration. Here are some tips for 
successful accessorizing. 

Don’t save things for best: There are two 
sides to this particular cost-per-wear debate: 
if you’ve invested in something special, to 
keep it pristine it’s best to save it for rare 
occasions, and on the other hand, wearing 
something often is the best way to get your 
money’s worth, and if it’s a special piece, it’s a 
no-brainer outfit elevator.

Pick expensive-looking accessories that allow 
you to get away with wearing more casual 
looks to evening events. 

Don’t underestimate the impact of 
jewelry:  A great necklace and earrings make 
a more casual ensemble look much more 
considered, and this season’s oversized gold 

necklace is perfect for that. Though layering 
fine styles offers the same impact but in a 
delicate way. Thick pieces like  clunky signet 
rings and curb chain necklaces are great if 
your typical style is casual and they add an 
interesting talking point. You can also go for 
quirky gold hoops, and coin necklaces, while 
generous, abstract styles are fantastic with 
anything. They include graphic resin earrings 
to heavy metal hoops being part of your chic 
new look. Don’t shy away from mis-match 
styles, embrace longer lengths and be sure 

to stick to just one accessory when taking on 
the trend.

Think about texture clashing: Mismatched 
textures, like velvet and satin with mock-croc 
or patent leather add another element to an 
otherwise minimal look. Clashing textures 
can be quite playful and allows you the space 
to have fun with your outfits. For example, 
pair a suede flip flop with jeans, a leather bag 
and a chunky jumper.

Be wary of fad trends:  If you’re thinking of 
dipping your toe into a trend, accessories are 
often the easiest way to add a modern touch 
to older pieces, but it’s worth considering 
longevity to ensure you’re not splashing out 
on something flash-in-the-pan.  

Hence, you have to invest in accessories that 
naturally suit your style as you won’t need to 
think about how or when you’ll wear them.  

Match everything: Anything with shine 
matches up perfectly. Sling a gold cuff over 
a black long sleeve knit to instantly soften 
your look. Metal belts worn over white shirts, 
multiple fine hoop earrings worn together 
or a silver block heel shoe; elevate your look 
with ease and opt for dazzling accessories. 

You can even make your finishing touches 
stand out by choosing contrasting shades 
where possible; pair a white midi skirt with a 
black heel or a white clutch against a striped 
shirt.

Embrace colour: Take on as much or as 
little as you like. Be it a block colour bag in 
a primary shade, or a matchy-matchy shoe 
and clutch combo – mixing in some rainbow 
shades will transition a look to something 
ultra-cool. One shade is good, two or three 
is even better. 

Accessorizing 
            tips
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TECHNOLOGY

Google’s annual hardware event in 
New York City on 15 October was 
the venue for the launch of Pixel 4, 

the search giant’s new flagship smartphone. 
Adding spice to the event were a slew of 
other Google products including a slick 
refresh of Pixelbook Go, improvements on 
Google’s home gadgets and a revamp of its 
wireless earbuds.

Images and rumors about the features 
of Google’s much-leaked latest flagship 
smartphones, the Pixel 4 and Pixel 4 XL, were 
making the rounds a long time before the 
official launch. Most of the rumors about its 
size and features have been proven correct 
with the actual release. Priced at US$799 and 
$899 respectively for the Pixel 4 and Pixel 4XL, 
the two phones tout an innovative radar chip 
for sensing motion that speeds up functions 
such as face unlock, and enables a series of 
gesture commands to swipe screens and 
silence a ringing phone.

By adding gesture control in a device 
that hundreds of thousands of people will 
use, Google is probably training people on 
the possibilities of using gestures to control 
many other things. Uptake in using gestures 
could allow Google to introduce this feature 
it its Nest devices with smart displays where it 
makes practical sense.

The use of the Soli radar sensor posed 
some privacy questions for Google. Since it 
can detect the environment around Pixel 4, 
privacy had to be built in from the start. So 
the sensor can be turned on or off at any time 
and when it is on, all data is processed on the 
phone and not shared with other Google 
services.

Google Assistant has also received a 
facelift on Pixel 4, and users now have greater 

control of their data and enabling them to 
tell Assistant how long to store activity data 
in an account and when to delete it. Google 
obviously realizes that consumers are getting 
more concerned about privacy.

The camera tech in the Pixel 4 received 
a refresh. At the rear of the unit, there is 
a 12.2-megapixel f/1.7 main camera and 
16-megapixel f/2.4 telephoto one. At the 
front, there is an 8-megapixel selfie camera. 
Google also boosted its flagship camera’s 
computational photography capabilities, 
adding among others Live HDR+, which 
allows a user to see HDR effects on the screen 
before capturing an image. The camera 
also has dual exposure controls, enabling 
control of the brightness and shadows 
in a photo with slider controls while it is 
being composed. In addition, Night Sight is 
better, with astrophotography added to its 
repertoire.

Google also announced a new 13-inch 
Pixelbook Go laptop at its event. The laptop is 
thin, light, has good battery life, and sells for 
$649. The Pixelbook Go reinforces Google’s 
commitment to the Chromebook category 
and is an excellent alternative to the 13-inch 
Macbook Air or Surface laptop.

Google also announced a refresh of its 
Nest product line at the event with a new 
Nest Mini, which has improved sound and 
better speech recognition with its three mics 
and a faster processor, priced at $49. Three 
years after Google introduced its WiFi router, 
an upgrade has arrived with the new Nest 
WiFi which comes with a base router and 
remote unit, which includes a speaker and 
microphones, for $269. 

With the announcement of Pixel Buds at 
the event, Google is taking another crack at 
the wireless Bluetooth earpod market. The 
buds, priced at $179, will not be available 
until next year, but their specs are attractive, 
including snug-fitting silicone ear tips, hands-
free access to the Assistant and sensors that 
can pick up ambient noise and adjust speaker 
volume, as well as 

beamforming microphones that can 
sense when your jaw is moving to help focus 
those microphones on your voice, and they 
can stay connected in up to three rooms 
indoors and a football field away outside.

Google unveils slew of products at Pixel 4 launch

Changing X-ray 
scans to CT scans

A group of MIT researchers have developed 
a way to recover lost details from images 

and create clear copies of motion-blurred parts 
in videos. 

The creation by MIT scientists involves an 
algorithm called a ‘visual deprojection model’, 
which in turn is based on a convolutional neural 
network. In deep learning, a convolutional 
neural network (CNN) is a class of deep 
neural networks, most commonly applied to 
analyzing visual imagery.Taking advantage of 
the hierarchical pattern in data,CNNs assemble 
more complex patterns using smaller and 
simpler patterns.

The scientists trained that network by 
feeding it pairs of low-quality images and their 
high-quality counterparts, so it could learn how 
the latter can produce blurry, barely visible 
footage. When the model is used to process 
previously unseen low-quality images with 
blurred elements, it analyzes them to figure out 
what in the video could have produced the blur. 
It then synthesizes new images that combine 
data from both the clearer and blurry parts of 
a video.  For instance, if you have footage of 
your yard with something moving on screen 

— the technology can create a version of 
that video that clearly shows the movement’s 
sources. During the team’s tests, the model was 
able to recreate 24 frames of a video showing 
a particular person’s gait, their size and the 
position of their legs. 

Before you get excited and think that it could 
one day make CSI’s zoom and enhance a reality, 
the researchers are more focused on refining 
the technology for medical use. They believe it 
could be used to convert 2D images like X-rays 
into 3D images with more information like CT 
scans at no additional cost — 3D scans are a lot 
more expensive — making it especially valuable 
for developing nations.

If we can convert X-rays to CT scans, that 
would be somewhat game-changing. You 
could just take an X-ray and push it through our 
algorithm and see all the lost information, said 
the scientists.

Cybercriminals have been launching 
viruses, malware and other schemes 

to infect and infiltrate systems, both at the 
enterprise and consumer levels, since the start 
of the internet age.. One of the most successful 
forms of cybercrime is social engineering 
schemes such as phishing, where the criminal 
attempts to steal information from a user. 

The foundation of any social engineering 
attack is trust. The criminal is seeking to gain 
your trust through nefarious methods in order 
to receive something, which could include 
access permissions, passwords, or physical 
access to a building or a piece of hardware. 

For example, a hacker could send out a set 
of messages that try to mimic the look and 
feel of a bank or other company. The goal is 

to have Internet users click on rogue links and 
enter passwords or other sensitive information 
on a spoofed webpage.

Cybercriminals know that even the best 
scams will run out of steam eventually, 
which is exactly why they are constantly 
experimenting with new forms of social 
engineering, such as the extortion scam. In 
this form of social engineering, the victim 
receives a message claiming that the sender 
has incriminating evidence about something 
they did in the past. These attacks often are 
targeted and will use real names and job 
histories to extort money from the victim 
in exchange for silence on the part of the 
perpetrator.

Social engineering attacks are especially 
dangerous for firms because all it takes is 
one weak link in an organization to initiate 
a damaging event. For example, if a server 
administrator falls victim to a phishing scam, 
that could leave a powerful password in the 
hands of a hacker, who then could execute a 
range of attacks across the network.

Online social engineering
a growing threat to users




